
 

 

 
 

I.  Call to Order 
a. Called 7:37pm 

II. Opening Roll Call 
a. Whit calls roll 

III. Amendment and Approval of the Agenda 
a. Amend to add AR 8-062 A RESOLUTION TO OPPOSE THE POLICY 

REQUIRING EMPLOYEE DISCLOSURE OF FELONY CHARGES AND 
CONVICTIONS to New Business 

i. Seconded, approved - added to New Business 
b. Amend to add AR 8-063 A RESOLUTION IN SUPPORT OF THE BANDANA 

PROJECT to New Business 
i. Seconded, approved - added to New Business 

c. Amend to add AR 8-064 A RESOLUTION TO URGE ACADEMIC 
INSTRUCTORS TO NO LONGER REQUEST SSD VISA FORMS DURING 
CLASS TIME to New Business 

i. Seconded, approved - added to New Business 
d. Amend to add AR 8-065 RESOLUTION FOR THE ADVANCEMENT OF 

GENDER-INCLUSIVE RESTROOMS ON THE UM CAMPUS to New 
Business 

i. Seconded, approved - added to New Business 
e. Amend to add AR 8-066 A RESOLUTION TO AMEND THE COMPILED 

CODE TO CHANGE CSG ASSEMBLY MEETING TIMES BEGINNING 
WITH THE 9TH ASSEMBLY to New Business 

i. Seconded, approved - added to New Business 
f. Motion to move A.R. 8-054 to the top of Old Business 

i. Seconded, approved - moved to the top of Old Business 
g. Motion to approve report of elections director to before community concerns 

i. Seconded, approved - moved 
h. Motion to move A.R. 8-062 to the top of New Business 

i. Seconded, approved - moved to the top of New Business 
i. Motion to approve agenda as amended 

i. Seconded, approved - agenda approved 
IV. Approval of Previous Minutes 

a. Minutes from the 21st meeting of the 8th Assembly on February 12th, 2019 (Sent 
via email and available in the usual Drive location) 

b. Motion to approve minutes 
i. Seconded, approved - minutes approved 

https://drive.google.com/open?id=1HLMyfen-zewS5lyINU4mCdrwaBh9rpKHwalmlb1DROY
https://drive.google.com/open?id=1HLMyfen-zewS5lyINU4mCdrwaBh9rpKHwalmlb1DROY
https://drive.google.com/open?id=1HLMyfen-zewS5lyINU4mCdrwaBh9rpKHwalmlb1DROY
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1EAUsUpW3RGMusBVKuQhFefJDEwGKwL_PoWuldflVT9M/edit?usp=sharing
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1EAUsUpW3RGMusBVKuQhFefJDEwGKwL_PoWuldflVT9M/edit?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/open?id=1k4XIGcqIRcQznU5zdCgE2uyq3CRpkQCcbgxavvtsz8s
https://drive.google.com/open?id=1k4XIGcqIRcQznU5zdCgE2uyq3CRpkQCcbgxavvtsz8s
https://drive.google.com/open?id=1k4XIGcqIRcQznU5zdCgE2uyq3CRpkQCcbgxavvtsz8s
https://drive.google.com/open?id=1wkVXjkNEPDMg5V2J3ahhgqWEp05X5PBaa7eyBlSdUbU
https://drive.google.com/open?id=1wkVXjkNEPDMg5V2J3ahhgqWEp05X5PBaa7eyBlSdUbU
https://drive.google.com/open?id=1zxqIS9ofH6UihCS7hsrmww4mrwjSLB4u
https://drive.google.com/open?id=1zxqIS9ofH6UihCS7hsrmww4mrwjSLB4u
https://drive.google.com/open?id=1zxqIS9ofH6UihCS7hsrmww4mrwjSLB4u
https://drive.google.com/open?id=1LLvLSYprkBHIQO1Q04x-wZ6mov3LshQKHwQ00GSTh1k


 

 

V. Guest Speaker 
a. Thaddeus: affidavit of endorsement are available on the website and there have 

been several submissions/  Waiting for an election director email to be created. 
Victoria has asked that all questions be submitted in written form so she can 
answer in writing.  All campus email Monday, Victoria will create elections 
packet and will circulate.  SGC met with CSJ to brief on elections court 
procedures 

VI. Community Concerns 
a. 7+ students and members of the University community speaking on the 

University’s felony reporting policy 
i. Hayden: these folks have been instrumental in helping write this resolution 

I spoke about at the end of last meeting. 
ii. Anna Agnew: here to talk about how the policy is affecting many people 

I’m working with.  I work with the prison creative arts project and I felt 
that this policy really targeted them.  We have amazing mentors and it 
makes us miss out on insight we get from this.  This university profits 
from research like this - we have a lot of programs.  The university profits 
but does not make the people coming home from prison welcome.  We 
need people with personal experiences to learn from.  This policy targets 
those on the campus who have experience with incarceration and also 
discourages those from applying here.  We are focused on DEI but this 
policy is not inclusive. 

iii. Community Member: this policy is counterproductive to DEI.  This policy 
is exclusive to more than just folks who have been incarcerated, but also 
targets those who are subject to the state.  There are communities that are 
heavily burdened by surveillance and policy, and those people are put at 
risk by this policy.  There is a great risk here in addition to what they are 
already burdened by.  This discourages many underrepresented 
communities from working here and applying here.  This covers all three 
campuses, the hospital, and all other places that employ under UofM.  As 
one of the largest employers in the state, this is a hugely impactful 
decision.  There is also not much clarity as to who is going to be deciding 
what to do with the folks who disclose.  Knowing that this policy 
integrates UofM with the carceral state, we cannot have trust that the 
policy will be less biased than that state.  It is concerning that UofM is 
allying with the carceral state and we are convinced that this cannot be a 
fair process.  The resolution lays out all the concerns and has action points 
- it goes through why this is harmful in its development.  This is timely as 
the board of regents meeting is in two days, and a group of students will 



 

 

be there.  As quickly as CSG can get out this resolution it will keep up our 
momentum and our resistance to this new policy. 

iv. Patrick Bates: I am part of the prison community arts program.  I recently 
came home from a 17 year sentence.  I could not get a job or into school 
so I started committing more felonies.  I have been home for 30 days and I 
have been trying to better myself.  I have been coming three times each 
week from Detroit.  I cannot articulate well.  I got a degree while in 
prison, and with this policy there is nothing I can do.  Am I supposed to go 
pick a gun back up?  I never want to do that.  I suppose I will have to 
starve. 

v. Community Member: this affects everyone who does and does not interact 
with the criminal justice system.  LEO, GEO, and ACLU (at UofM) are all 
on board.  UofM has elected to keep “the box” on their applications and as 
students we must make it clear that we do not support them.  As 
representatives of the student body, CSG can make our intentions clear. 

vi. Ashley Lucas: I am the director of the PCAP and also a professor.  This 
policy has frightened so many of the people who care about you as 
students on campus.  I said my piece in an open letter but I am here to 
represent students, who said they were too frightened to speak out.  We 
had a town hall and staff members said they couldn’t support our open 
letter for fear of losing their jobs.  These are people who support you, who 
work in libraries and in the hospital.  We are making students who came 
here without checking felony box to live in heightened fear.  I did a false 
application last week just to figure out what we ask graduate students (no 
place to go to find out what you were asked) and I discovered that we ask 
graduate students if they have a juvenile record, which by law should 
remain sealed.  The university wants to know if you have that or did 
anything else bad in school.  How many qualified candidates have we 
frightened off?  How many are here in fear trying not to be discovered? 
The university said there will be a “discretionary policy” but we do not 
know how that will be adjudicated or who is involved, but we have 
evidence for how these things have been dealt with in the past.  A graduate 
student in social work disclosed a charge, and she was told to leave 
school.  Faculty and staff came together to support her and the charge was 
dropped and she graduate, but the school had told her to leave.  I had 
another student who had many jobs and who had a charge in the past, and 
since the university discover his record he has been denied many jobs even 
after graduating with honors.  These things mark people for life.  I hope 
you all as student government know about this. 



 

 

vii. Community Member: I want to speak about clarity.  A Michigan Daily 
article also brought up that this policy needs more clarity.  The issue with 
“ban the box” initiatives and the felony disclosure policy begins before the 
process.  This is a symbol and it sends a message - it deters potential 
contributors from the university.  That won’t be solved with future clarity. 

viii. Community Member: there is a lot of talk about this on campus, we have a 
Facebook page and many student groups have signed on because they feel 
it impacts them.  We are happy to answer questions. 

b. Jon: Ph.D. candidate in engineering and sociology.  I came here last year and got 
football tickets.  I was surprised to hear a chant.  There is a song the marching 
band plays that after the opposing team fails to convert.  Around 15 years ago the 
student body started to chant “You Suck” along with the song.  Over the past 
three years a new line has been added which is “You Suck Bitch.”  I apologize for 
saying that word but that kind of language in such a public forum is not 
acceptable.  I have spoken to people of many diverse backgrounds and they have 
all communicated to me that they feel unsafe and want to see change.  You can 
hear this chant on TV which goes to millions of people.  As a university that 
prides ourselves on DEI needs to do something about this.  When the armed 
services played here, they too received the chant.  I have spoken to many 
stakeholder in DEI who guided me to the marching band.  They know that there 
are lots of variables involved but they felt disempowered.  I would love to get 
your help to help identify and implement a solution.  I have information on 
background and some potential solutions. 

i. Motion to extend time 
1. Seconded, approved - extended 

ii. Questions: 
1. Zeke: I’ve been going to the basketball games, I will sponsor any 

resolution.  Whatever you need to us to do I’ll help.  What do you 
need? 

a. John: the athletic department says they feel powerless. 
They say new vulgar language is introduced every year, 
and to keep pushing through the student body. 

2. Izzy P: what kind of solutions do you foresee? 
a. John: the one that comes to mind is stopping playing the 

song temptation.  The alumni are very supportive of that 
song and the marching band is opposed to this.  I think 
finding a different space to play that song would be one 
option - we shouldn’t actively try to change.  



 

 

3. Cece: the athletic department does tell us that we shouldn’t say this 
on the sidelines.  They won’t stop playing temptation.  I think you 
should go to SAAC so that if you have student athletes making 
change.  I will also write onto a resolution.  Having something on 
the screen.  The spirit team can do things. 

iii. Motion to suspend rules and extend time by three minutes 
1. Seconded, approved 

iv. Questions: 
1. Sujin: I’m involved in SAAC. 
2. Daniel G: I think a good case study is the UVA student body, 

which removed the use of the word “gay” so you might want to 
explore that.  

a. John:The athletic department referred me to UofAlabama 
and they were able to remove.  Another way I think we 
could address is through athletic department.  They know 
they are responsible for everything that goes on in the 
stadium.  If we could find ways to get those involved in 
cheer to lead cheers that would be an option. 

3. Sam: I was under the impression that the point is to shame the 
other team, but it seems like this would have a lot of pushback?  I 
understanding removal of that word specifically, but you 
mentioned replacing with a chant and I’m not sure if that’s the 
point. 

a. John: I’m not sure if I agree with that.  Some of these 
things are issues throughout sports and it’s an example of 
toxic masculinity.  There is no rule that we need to shame 
the other team, especially the military.  I think we should 
explore more options.  Thank you. 

VII. Guest Speakers 
a. Students and members of the University community speaking on the One 

University campaign 
i. Jason: associate professor at UofM Flint in the poli sci department.  We 

are here to talk about a coalition of staff, faculty, students, and community 
members hoping to discuss funding disparities between the three 
campuses. 

ii. Community Member: how many of you know that we have campuses in 
Flint and Dearborn?  And how many of you have been there?  Our 
campuses in Flint and Dearborn have a lot of demographic differences. 
We have statistics for you.  The next slide should be the number of Pell 



 

 

Grant eligible students [reads statistics], then percent in-state students, the 
median family income, then black and African American students. 

iii. Jason: as you can see there are large disparities between state funding for 
student we get [reads statistics]  

iv. UofM Ann Arbor Student: the state underfunds the other campuses.  The 
UofM AA administration does not do much to help make that up.  There is 
a huge margin, even larger than the state funding, so this is a huge 
discrepancy.  There are specific initiatives that exist here in AA but do not 
exist in Flint and Dearborn, though they are supposedly for all of UofM. 
DEI funds for example do not go to the other campuses, which is 
particularly ironic.  Then the Go Blue Guarantee - this is a great program 
and was billed as a UofM thing but only Ann Arbor students get that 
guarantee.  These resources are not given to the same populations.  

v. UofM Flint Student: it’s not that UofM does not have the funds to do these 
things.  The university has large excesses of cash [reads statistics].  We 
want to know: whose money is this?  We want to see all of these programs 
extended.  They have the funds to do this and they should. 

vi. Jason: what does this have to do with you all?  But, the reagents of UofM 
who are voted on state-wide are for all three campuses.  Also, the 
president is the president for all three campuses and chooses the 
chancellors for Flint and Dearborn.  There is nothing in the state law that 
says we need to have three different budgets.  As recently of 1970 there 
was just one budget line for the UofM.  All of this is in a hazy history of 
practices.  Also, the UofM often uses the demographics of all three 
campuses when reporting on diversity numbers.  Ann Arbor is very 
willing to talk about the three campuses as one unit, but they need to prove 
that it is representative. 

vii. Community Member: the next slide has tentative asks.  There are two 
levels: internal and at the state level.  At the state level we want the state 
to equalize the funding for all three campuses, which could mean just 
UofM getting the money or we could keep silos and just make sure it’s 
even. 

viii. Community Member: we also have asks for the board of regents, we want 
the Go Blue Guarantee extended.  Many students are eligible in Flint and 
Dearborn, and the lack of that program there contributes to student debt 
levels.  

ix. Jason: as you can see, when it comes to the median family income, it’s 
quite different.  We have seen racial disparity but economic disparity 
numbers are dramatic.  We want some of the DEI money to come to 



 

 

campuses where students are more likely to be first generation and have 
complicated lives when it comes to kids and family.  I have students who 
bring kids to class, etc.  Especially from this new infusion, DEI funding is 
very low. 

x. Community Member: there is also disparity within faculty.  You may 
remember last year that LEO ran a campaign to make lectures get more 
pay.  They still make more here.  In order to get full pay they still have to 
work an extra class per term at Dearborn and Flint - they are doing more 
for less.  They are doing the same jobs at all three campuses, and in some 
ways those jobs are even more difficult for Ann Arbor lectures. 

xi. Community Member: Flint and Dearborn do not have legal aid services or 
medical aid on campus.  In Flint we have a list of resources but some 
clicincs are unaffordable.  Our CAPS office has two full-time workers for 
almost 8k students in Flint.  Many students have to work and that leads to 
stress, but they do not have a counseling service.  Our CAPS office also 
does not have a director and we tried to hire a director but the salary 
offered was too low to be attractive. 

xii. Community Member: we also want to change intercampus transfers. 
There is no guarantee Flint or Dearborn students will get into Ann Arbor. 
We want a certain GPA set so they have guaranteed admission.  If students 
know they have the opportunity it could be great for our revenue.  I’m sure 
you’re aware of the Dearborn and Flint campuses, and I always knew that 
these campuses were different from Ann Arbor.  I never really questioned 
that status quo, and I wasn’t taught to think about that critically.  Knowing 
the existence of Dearborn and Flint is unusual.  These are old universities 
and there are large disparities.  The UofM administration and the state 
have been complicit, and we have a moral imperative to speak up because 
we are in a privileged position - our voices could be really loud. 

xiii. Community Member: we want to think of ourselves as one university. 
One thing CSG can do to help is to consider passing a resolution in 
support of One University, attend the regents meeting, sign up for our 
listserv. 

xiv. Angie: the flyers we passed out have information about the regents 
meeting and about the community forums. 

xv. Community Member: thank you for taking the time to listen to us.  We 
want to know if you have any ideas. 

xvi. Questions: 



 

 

1. Drea: I am a senior year.  I’ve worked with wolverine pathways 
and one thing they do is offer the ability to go to UofM Flint and 
Dearborn and come to Ann Arbor.  

2. Cece: with the UofM’s median income, would you want to adjust 
Go Blue Guarantee number? 

a. Community Member: we haven’t voted as a coalition on 
the final numbers yet.  We will have a meeting and vote.  In 
Ann Arbor the median is high.  I think that for the other 
campuses $65k might not be a bad place to start, but 
shifting it down is something to consider. 

b. Jason: it might seem as though the Go Blue ask is quite 
costly, but we worked out tentative numbers and it 
wouldn’t be very costly.  We think extension of DEI and 
counseling would be even more impactful.  At Flint 90% of 
students work, half of them full time and they have to try to 
exceed and survive.  Those asks would be miniscule - 
hundreds of thousands of dollars, not millions.  We want 
equity and that wouldn’t be super expensive on things that 
would help us. 

3. Sam: Jordan Acker ran for the regents seat and this was one of his 
big platform items. 

i. Community Member: he got this idea from us, but 
we never know who will support.  We are starting 
early. 

4. Zeke: how do the per student funding numbers line up with other 
public universities of comparable size? 

a. Community Member: it might be hard to find a public 
university that is equivalent to for example just Flint as a 
standalone.  They function as parts of a larger ecosystem. 
We are looking into that, but we haven’t found universities 
that compare. 

5. Sujin: can you restate two ways that you propose the state 
equalize? 

a. Community Member: 1. state gives UofM one budget and 
they administer between three campuses, 2. keep siloed but 
same budgets at the state level 

6. Selena: in terms of transfers, would you want it to be only about 
GPA? 



 

 

a. Community Member: we don’t think it has to be explicitly 
tied to GPA, though that is the norm.  The broader proposal 
is that there should be a guarantee that students get to Ann 
Arbor. 

b. Jason: there is a program at Flint where our students spend 
two years at Flint engineering and then come to Ann Arbor. 
There are many ways to do this but we would like to see 
greater integration.  With Ross for example someone could 
get in. 

c. Community Member: anyone who has an opinion can have 
a voice at coalition meetings. 

7. Sujin: if we consider the largest barrier for transferring it is likely 
the cost.  When you pitch this, would you propose Go Blue 
extension as two different things?  Because even if transfer 
guarantee was taken on the cost might be an issue. 

a. Community Member: when we publish a list of demands, 
we expect them all to be met, so all of those things are 
interlinked.  It’s all or nothing in order to make the first 
five work.  We could tie into one line on the demand. 

b. Jason: you should come to the coalition meeting. 
c. Sujin: I think the largest thing is that people here do not 

know what the inequities are.  I didn’t know that there was 
no guarantee transfer program.  Telling people what is 
really going on is important because people might be 
operating on assumption.  Getting information out would 
be helpful. 

d. Community Member: we all did table in Mason Hall to get 
the word out.  That seems to be a common narrative.  It is 
shocking for people at such a liberal university to learn 
about the inequities. 

VIII. Elections, Confirmations, and Recalls 
a. Election of at-large member of Crisis Funding appropriations committee 

i. Austin G: last week we passed a resolution that created a project account 
with the purpose of being able to provide funding to university units that 
have crisis funds.  Part of the resolution called for a member of the 
committee to be a representative at large.  We have to do that election. 

ii. Nominations: 
1. Hayden: I nominate Whit 

a. Seconded, declined 



 

 

2. Drea: I nominate Nithya 
a. Seconded, accepted 

3. Sujin: I nominate Selena 
a. Seconded, accepted 

iii. Candidates: 
1. Nithya: my experience with crisis funding is that I co-authored this 

resolution with Sujin.  I talked a lot to Daniel about making this 
and I know about the process of how it came to be.  Apart from 
that I think you need an at large member to ensure impartiality and 
I think I am impartial.  Selena is also very capable and it would be 
nice to be the member but vote as you desire. 

2. Selena: I feel as though I know a lot about this topic.  I’m a 
representative on the student relations advisory committee and I 
know a lot about how these students qualify, how they are 
contacted.  I would enjoy being a part of this. 

iv. Questions: 
1. Izzy B: can you talk about projects you are working? 

a. Selena: I want to address problems students with 
disabilities are facing on campus.  I also want 
gender-inclusive restrooms on campus. 

b. Nithya: I’m trying to create a contraceptive program in the 
relationship remix program.  We are meeting with SAPAC 
soon to discuss that.  I am working with Dre to decrease 
UHS wait times and I am passionate about access to health 
care.  I think access to health care is vital and I’m interested 
in the realm of public health. 

2. Anthony: given that an event may impact all emergency funds in 
the same way, how would you determine which school would get 
the funding? 

a. Nithya: I think it should be based on the socio-economic 
background of the student requesting the money.  I think 
the situation would call for investigation of their 
backgrounds.  I would also see if there are other avenues 
for funding for students in need. 

b. Selena: for me it would be the same, I wouldn’t want to 
look for reasons as to why we shouldn’t give them funding. 

v. Representative vote by secret ballot to elect Selena 
b. Confirmation of Harshita Jalluri as Sexual Misconduct Task Force Chair 



 

 

i. Daniel G introduces: Hershey is a sophomore studying Economics and 
International Studies from Canton, Michigan.  She was a part of the Health 
and Wellness Commission last year.  She worked on providing roses and 
making cooking videos.  This year she has been involved with liaison 
program.  She is a policy lead for WORTH, a group focused on women’s 
health.  She has met with SAPAC and UHS especially to discuss Title IX. 
She has worked on providing feminine products in bathrooms on campus. 
She wants to implement the first year plan to increase resources and 
collaboration to decrease instances of sexual assault on campus.  Members 
of SAPAC knew little about Title IX and there is no SAPAC advocate at 
UHS.  She want to collaborate to make tampons and pads a permanent 
fixture in bathroom.  She also wants to station confidential SAPAC 
advocates in dorms, especially on North Campus.  These are all long term 
goals and she believes she can take the needed steps. 

ii. Zeke for Executive Nominations: we met with Hershey right before this 
meeting.  We talked about her experience.  She was candid about the work 
of the task force and setbacks they faced.  She explained that she was 
trying to move things forward but didn’t have the ability to do as much as 
she wanted.  We asked if she thinks she has time for this and she said she 
is planning on stepping back from other roles.  We give her a positive 
recommendation. 

iii. Questions: 
1. Sujin: when you were a member, can you talk about your 

experience? 
a. Hershey: the chair did not communicate well so we were 

not able to get anything done.  I reached out to her in 
January and I asked if she was willing to do more and she 
said that she was studying abroad.  We didn’t get much 
done and that’s why I’m here. 

2. Drea: what does your timeline look like? 
a. Hershey: I first want to meet with RHA about their 

feminine product project.  They have done work and I want 
to see how that can be translated to other buildings.  I also 
know that the executive team has been working on projects 
and I want to work within existing channels.  I think 
meeting with people would be the first place.  The task 
force will continue so I’m trying to set the stage for that. 



 

 

3. Austin G: what would be your first outward action you would take 
to try to establish and get a head start on the next month and a 
half?  

a. Hershey: I would first get in contact with the president of 
RHA to establish meetings.  

b. Austin G: what other partnerships? 
c. Hershey: I would want to address new sexual assault policy 

and break that down and make it accessible.  I think that 
would be a quick and easy way to engage the rest of the 
university.  RHA and that would be my immediate items. 

iv. Motion to confirm Hershey 
1. Representative vote to approve Hershey 

IX. Executive Communications 
a. Daniel G: hello happy Tuesday.  Tomorrow is supposed to be another snowy icy 

day so be careful.  Do not hesitate to text, Facebook, etc to tell me about problem 
areas on campus.  Operations tries to work around the clock.  We have hydration 
stations on Saturday so if you are interested in volunteering let me know.  We are 
working on Big 10 Voting Challenge.  The Ginsberg Center is working on making 
a website - if you want to help let me know.  The state of the student email is 
getting pushed back, should go out by next Tuesday.  Friday afternoon I’ll be in 
CSG office.  

b. Izzy B: next week we have the women in graduate school event, please come 
even if you can only come for part of it.  UC will be meeting Monday if you want 
to attend.  We’re organizing free professional headshots for next week but make 
sure you’re promoting that on social medias to reach as many people as possible. 

c. Nicco: two major announcements.  You guys have $9k (approx.) left to allocate, 
that’s a good chunk of money and we only have a couple meetings left.  SOFC in 
wave 4 had 52 applications, allocated $36.5k, wave 3 had an appeal which 
increased allocation to $25k.  Of the $43k from wave 1, around $38k claimed 
(88%).  If you have questions let me know.  

d. Daniel G: if you’re interested in helping with mental health awareness week, we 
have a meeting Friday at 3pm in CSG offices.  Thank you to Hayden for letting 
me know that you aren’t always aware of what the executive team is doing.  I’m 
going to invite you all to my Google calendar so you can say yes.  I’m excited to 
work more on bridging gaps diversity summit.  There has been tremendous buy-in 
for the NET Plan and we are working with IFC. 

X. Report of the Speaker 



 

 

a. Austin G: happy Tuesday, we have another long one.  Looking forward to 
productive conversations on resolutions.  Committee leaders please send 
attendance records to us.  We have snacks. 

XI. Member Reports 
a. Cece Huddleston: [ABTS presentation will be linked] 
b. Tyler Ziel: last Saturday I attended the united student governments at Dearborn. 

While not all public universities showed up, we heard from state senators and 
representatives.  We talked about higher ed funding and changes to Title IX.  The 
two big takeaways are this.  They want to propose an across-state resolution 
denouncing changes that are happening to Title IX and they want to propose 
joining a Slack group chat to have better communication between student 
governments.  They wanted to talk about student government activity at a 
lobbying day to get more funding for higher education. 

XII. Committee Reports 
a. Rules Committee 

i. Whit: we met this week and had two items of business.  We are meeting at 
3pm in the basement on Sunday. 

b. Resolutions Committee 
i. Ben G: hello we had a great meeting this week.  We discussed the 

resolutions that were referred to us.  The office hours calendar is live - we 
have time left in February.  We will be meeting tomorrow at 5:30pm at 
Ross.  I looked at last year and we’ve already surpassed their number. 

ii. Cece: I appreciate everyone’s patience.  I know there are 19 resolutions 
today but it’s great that we are being active.  

c. Communications Committee 
i. Daniel L: we filmed the videos on sunday featuring Lloyd, Sujin, and 

Daniel.  We also had a representative from MRun and ICE for our SOFC 
video.  It was great to see all of that come together.  At the meeting we 
looked over resolutions. 

d. Finance Committee 
i. Amanda: we had a good meeting this week.  We will be doing Friday’s at 

3:30pm Winter Garden.  Nicco has been making changes to financial code 
to address concerns and we can talk about that when it comes up. 

XIII. New Business 
a. Motion to Suspend Rules to limit question time to 5 minutes 

i. Seconded, approved - time will be limited to 5 minutes (can be extended) 
b. AR 8-062 A RESOLUTION TO OPPOSE THE POLICY REQUIRING 

EMPLOYEE DISCLOSURE OF FELONY CHARGES AND CONVICTIONS 

https://drive.google.com/open?id=1HLMyfen-zewS5lyINU4mCdrwaBh9rpKHwalmlb1DROY
https://drive.google.com/open?id=1HLMyfen-zewS5lyINU4mCdrwaBh9rpKHwalmlb1DROY


 

 

i. Hayden: this is the first of three pieces of legislation of mine.  I want to 
stress that this is a major point of contention within our communities, and 
I encourage you to think about how your constituents think about this.  I 
want to give you an example of how our society is over-criminalized.  It is 
a felony to knowingly deliver for submission by mail a report that is false 
and may affect crops.  If you text your grandmother that the weather is 
nice in Michigan you can be charged as a felon.  People are charged, ask 
Martha Stewart.  This change to the standard policy requires you to report 
charges of felonies.  If a prosecutor and a grand jury has found enough 
evidence to charge you with a crime - that bar is really low and many 
charges get knocked down.  Do these convictions prevent people from 
participating in the community?  I hope you’ll agree that the policy 
doesn’t give us any information as to how these issues will be adjudicated. 
These policies affect certain members of our community more than others 
and may strike fear in them of the criminal justice system.  The UofM is 
taking the issues with the criminal justice system and directly importing 
them into the policies of the university.  It’s bizarre to me that there was 
no public comment period.  I hope that you oppose at least some portions 
of this policy and join me in calling on the university to reconsider what 
they’re looking to accomplish and rescind this policy. 

ii. Questions: 
1. Izzy B: this SPG is talking about felonies post-employment? 

a. Hayden: that is correct 
b. Izzy B: can you clarify who would fall under this? 
c. Hayden: all university employees unless they are part of a 

bargaining unit.  I’m unaware of staff members who are in 
bargaining units.  Nurses are represented but anyone who 
isn’t (faculty, graduate student research assistants, student 
employees). 

2. Michael: is there already a requirement pre-employment? 
a. Hayden: yes there are background checks which include 

many things 
3. Izzy B: is that state-mandated? 

a. Hayden: that is a university policy 
b. Anthony: they are required at the federal levels for some 

positions 
c. Hayden: there are many that the university chooses to do 

that are not mandated 



 

 

4. Sujin: the second resolved clause - when you discuss re-examining 
policy to reconsider policy, because that’s calling on 
administration to take action can we specify? 

a. Hayden: we would be open to that 
5. Drea: does anyone else have any extra comments? 
6. Michael: are you planning to talk to the regents on Thursday? 

a. Community Member: yes, it would be more impactful to 
say that CSG is behind us 

7. Izzy B: one of the reasons this was created was for convictions of 
sexual assault that occur, like in other states for example?  I 
understand this is more blanket, so do you have a suggestion that 
the university could have a policy that still reaches that objective? 

a. Community Member: one thing to keep in mind is that 
none of the professors that sexually assault students have 
any prior felony commissions.  There was no talk regarding 
changing culture on campus.  This policy doesn’t tie into it 
as much as it claims to be.  I think we should focus on 
education. 

iii. Motion to extend time by two minutes 
1. Seconded, approved 

iv. Questions ctd.: 
a. Hayden: if they leave in place pre-employment background 

checks and screening that helps.  Also, many people will 
have to serve jail time for felonies and they will not be able 
to keep their positions. 

2. Austin G: can you talk about why this policy might have come 
about?  Was there a particular series of events? 

a. Hayden: I think we have been in the news quite a bit lately, 
so I’m sure that had something to do with it.  Some of the 
issues with that is that it wouldn’t prevent those. 

b. Community Member: it may be related to sexual 
misconduct but we don’t know and there is no way to find 
out.  It would be great if they consulted experts at the 
university to create an effective policy.  We don’t have an 
answer for how to deal with sexual misconduct but a good 
way to start is to open. 

v. Comments on how to improve: 
1. Mike: I think something important to consider is both sides.  There 

is a weird paranoia about people with felonies.  On the flip side, 



 

 

from the administration’s POV they have a concern about safety. 
When you are presenting make a point to address that.  I think they 
are afraid of hiring someone who does something bad and that they 
do something here and then the university gets under fire from 
parents/students. 

2. Drea: can you list the student groups who have been participating 
in this coalition? 

3. Sujin: I would suggest moving information about Common App or 
take it out entirely because it could be a separate resolution. 

4. Izzy B: I would add CSG Assembly specifically 
5. Austin G: I echo Sujin’s statement.  I don’t think students are 

related here, though I care about the issue.  I would encourage you 
to remove the whereas clause that claims conviction deprives 
employee’s of due process because that is a point of debate.  We 
don’t want accuse university of criminal action in hoping to get 
them to acquiesce. 

vi. Referred to communications and resolutions committees 
c. AR 8-055 A RESOLUTION TO FUND FOOD TO HOST THE STUDENTS OF 

MICHIGAN CONFERENCE IN ANN ARBOR 
i. Hayden introduces: we will be trying to push this through today but I just 

recently found out about this.  We are having one of the first meetings and 
we want to set a precedence and show that we are professional and good 
hosts.  We want to cater lunch. 

ii. Questions: 
1. Anthony: do you have a budget? 

a. Hayden: it’s all from the Panera website 
2. Mario: how many students are attending? 

a. Hayden: 6-7 
b. Mario: would you be amenable to spending a bit less? 
c. Hayden: the food in Ann Arbor is expensive.  This allows 

for one or two extra meals should someone show up we 
weren’t expecting. 

d. Cindy: Nicco did say we still have $9k and I think this is an 
important event.  $90 seems like a lot but it’s for a great 
cause and we are discussing things to benefit all three 
campuses. 

3. Nicco: would you agree that this is about 1% of the remaining 
funds? 

a. Hayden: yes 

https://docs.google.com/document/d/1NdzC9PTGLLeyaihZBwQbh1-MAfzIB70FwdQIA7aiIS8/edit?usp=sharing
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1NdzC9PTGLLeyaihZBwQbh1-MAfzIB70FwdQIA7aiIS8/edit?usp=sharing
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1NdzC9PTGLLeyaihZBwQbh1-MAfzIB70FwdQIA7aiIS8/edit?usp=sharing


 

 

4. Austin G: would you agree that Bill Gates would be unhappy 
spending $9k on a hamburger even though it is a fraction of a 
fraction of a percent of his wealth? 

a. Hayden: no comment 
iii. Comments on how to improve: 

1. None 
iv. Motion to expedite to second reads for reasons previously mentioned 

1. Seconded, approved - moved to top of Old Business 
d. AR 8-056 A RESOLUTION TO PROVIDE FUNDING AND RULES FOR 

TRAVEL EXPENSES FOR ASSEMBLY REPRESENTATIVES TO 
EXTERNAL GROUPS 

i. Hayden introduces: this is still a work in progress as we are still working 
where in the statue to put this.  We created a delegate from this assembly 
to attend monthly meetings with three campuses and also to attend other 
student government meetings.  I am against self-funding of business 
travel.  We are a professional legislature.  We want to allocate money 
from operations fund of CSG as a whole as this is related to our internal 
operations.  This will add new language to either compiled code or 
operating procedures to make sure that expenses are governed by 
university policy.  They will be confirmed by the speaker and [other 
administrative officials].  This would create permanent travelers (Cindy 
Lin in this case) and special travellers who can get pre-approval of 
speaker.  All expenses will be reviewed to ensure compliance and business 
need.  It allows for prepayment and can be appealed should speaker decide 
not to approve. 

ii. Questions: 
1. Nicco: would it be possible to insert a provision for if the speaker 

of the assembly is to be a special traveller? 
a. Hayden: we can discuss in rules 

iii. Comments on how to improve 
1. None 

iv. Resolution referred to rules committee 
e. AR 8-057 A RESOLUTION TO CREATE A SPECIAL TASK FORCE IN 

ORDER TO INVESTIGATE METHODS THE UNIVERSITY CAN TAKE TO 
CURB THE DIFFICULTY IN VOTING ABSENTEE 

i. Whit: this was almost entirely Sam’s effort.  He has been working on 
trying to figure out how we as a university can help get students to vote, 
especially voting absentee given that university hasn’t chosen to give 
election day off.  This would create a task force within CSG/CSJ to 

https://drive.google.com/open?id=13eX3dWLB24AKhiYVhKzUjxGxATy-020LkCerFKrFM30
https://drive.google.com/open?id=13eX3dWLB24AKhiYVhKzUjxGxATy-020LkCerFKrFM30
https://drive.google.com/open?id=13eX3dWLB24AKhiYVhKzUjxGxATy-020LkCerFKrFM30
https://drive.google.com/open?id=13eX3dWLB24AKhiYVhKzUjxGxATy-020LkCerFKrFM30
https://drive.google.com/open?id=1W23TD8uouhalweX2bilGX28-iZL_6T2n-DUF8U5J5fY
https://drive.google.com/open?id=1W23TD8uouhalweX2bilGX28-iZL_6T2n-DUF8U5J5fY
https://drive.google.com/open?id=1W23TD8uouhalweX2bilGX28-iZL_6T2n-DUF8U5J5fY
https://drive.google.com/open?id=1W23TD8uouhalweX2bilGX28-iZL_6T2n-DUF8U5J5fY


 

 

investigate ways to do this and make recommendations with the timeline 
pointing toward the 2020 election. 

ii. Questions: 
1. Sujin: one way the task force can look into it would be autofilling 

government documents with information from Wolverine Access, 
is that legal? 

a. Whit: the task force can look into it 
2. Daniel G: how did you come to the composition? CSJ is supposed 

to be independent that arbitrates.  Why was the executive team not 
approached?  I could make a task force with executive orders 

a. Whit: the intention with including CSJ was just to have all 
three branches involved.  Similarly, with respect to 
approaching executives, we should have chatted in advance 
but I think it’s preferable to include assembly.  An 
executive-order created task force would live within 
executive and we wanted to include assembly. 

3. Izzy B: since half of the members from assembly and half from the 
UC, could you propose to UC? 

a. Whit: it’s at least one but at most half. 
b. Sam: the reason I had the UC and the assembly included 

because I think this is something that would dissolve 
tension of the UC as well.  I didn’t expect that there would 
be three members who would join, that would be a best 
case scenario. 

c. Izzy B: can you still work to send this to the UC as a 
resolution? 

d. Sam: yes 
e. Izzy B: we’ll be meeting monday 

4. Austin G: the reason for including CSJ was to involve all three 
branches, is there a compelling purpose for that? 

a. Sam: this is the type of issue that could potentially be 
controversial with people accusing it of being something it 
is not.  It has to do with actual laws and actual policies. 
The justices usually have some familiarity with those areas 
more than assembly members.  I think it should be CSJ 
even more so than other branches.  I think this is up the 
alley of the justices and we also have discussed wanted to 
increase the work CSJ does.  I think this falls under the 



 

 

purview of their responsibilities.  It also adds a more 
powerful voice. 

b. Austin G: I remain concerned about having CSJ involved in 
something that could be political.  CSJ is intended to be 
excluded.  Couldn’t SGC advise on legality, since that’s 
their position? 

c. Whit: I think I’d say that CSJ’s role as a political actor in 
CSG isn’t relevant to the task force which isn’t by its 
nature political. 

d. Sam: also, lots of task forces within the U.S. Government 
had justices.  I know CSG tries to mirror the government so 
it isn’t out of place. 

5. Daniel G: have you contacted CSJ?  Why is a CSJ justice who is 
independent any more or less effective than going to Kevin for 
example as a law school representative who in my experience 
know more about rules than CSJ? 

a. Sam: in order for something like this to work it needs to 
have a level of authority.  I was trying to do this myself but 
it was a big undertaking.  I emailed several secretaries of 
states and I didn’t have the name value to get a response.  A 
CSJ justice would have more authority.  This cannot just be 
a group of students, it needs to have significant clout 
behind it. 

6. Motion to extend time by 3 minutes 
a. Seconded, approved- time extended 

7. Sujin: the bit that’s in there about how CSJ or VP of task force has 
veto power, why?  When is that necessary? 

a. Sam: if they are accused of being too political, there might 
have to be a vote to step in.  The chief justice is 
independent. 

b. Sujin: it feels like there a lot of safeguards in here to 
prevent accusation of being political, is that something you 
foresee happening? 

c. Sam: I’ve had meetings with several individuals and they 
think it will become a political issue where we try to 
register issues from one party. 

d. Whit: there is a perception that students at UofM have 
certain persuasions and so that boosting student turnout is 
in effect partisan even if that weren’t the intent. 



 

 

e. Austin G: was this from their experience? Did TUT get 
pushback? 

f. Daniel G: they did 
g. Sam: this is different than TUT 

8. Nicco: [question about veto power] 
a. Sam: I envision them acting jointly but language can be 

clarified 
9. Motion to extend time by two minutes 

a. Seconded, approved - time extended 
10. Austin G: if the vice president sends a designee, does that person 

carry veto power?  Are they a chair? 
a. Sam: this is a draft and is the best case scenario.  I put that 

language there in case the VP is busy.  I don’t envision the 
VP being elected the chair because they would change next 
semester and a chair changes wouldn’t carry over.  

iii. Comments on how to improve: 
1. Cece: I would open this up to all students, this isn’t just our issue. 
2. Daniel G: I fully support the intentions, but let’s make sure we are 

having conversations with the individuals we are trying to affect 
with our resolutions before first reads.  I could have made this a 
task force.  I strongly encourage reconsideration of CSJ link and to 
think about law students instead.  I also want everyone to consider 
the implications of this, we are dedicated to voting but it will be 
seen as partisan.  Proceed with caution. 

3. Izzy B: I second what Daniel just said.  I think the UC is a good 
resource for this task force because they are the leaders of each 
school and college.  Also the law school president sits on the UC. 

4. Cece: I would be stating about hopes for 2020.  You don’t have 
any past election stats in here and I would focus on those rather 
than focusing on the 2020 election. 

5. Austin G: I echo Cece’s comment that some data would be useful. 
I echo president and vice president’s comments that we continue to 
involve stakeholders.  I disagree that an executive-centric vessel is 
the most appropriate.  I think the way you set this up makes it 
multi-year, as exec commissions have to be reauthorized every 
administration.  I also suggest you think carefully about the 
structure within the task force whereas it comes to decision 
makers.  Calling someone a chair and vice chair seems odd when 
others have veto power.  I also worry that the unclear mix of 



 

 

membership is not the most direct and intentional way to 
encourage cooperativity.  

6. Ben G: in terms of voting and outreach.  There are many 
community-based programs so I’d also look to coordinate with 
those organizations and incorporate their opinions. 

iv. Resolution referred to rules and resolutions committee 
v. [Sammi: I am sending out a survey to coordinate rides home] 

f. AR 8-058 A RESOLUTION TO MAKE CERTAIN NECESSARY 
AMENDMENTS TO THE PORTION OF THE COMPILED CODE 
PERTAINING TO FINANCIAL OPERATIONS OF CENTRAL STUDENT 
GOVERNMENT 

i. Nicco introduces: we had conversations last week.  I’ve been taking a 
deeper look at the finance section of the compiled code and how we can 
change it to reflect our goals.  This would move the requirement that the 
assembly approve all payments from any accounts.  Would add a 
provision saying we can’t have negative balances.  Would resolve an issue 
brought up about a shutdown in CSG finances.  Would also create a 
holding account for project accounts. 

ii. Questions: 
1. Anthony: can you speak about why you didn’t change the 

legislative discretionary rule? 
a. Nicco: I wanted to be mindful that I am a member of the 

executive team.  I understand that there are two distinct 
viewpoints, so I wanted that conversation happen before 
stepping in. 

2. Sujin: first whereas clause, can you clarify what “other actions” 
will be? 

a. Nicco: I could run negative balances without repercussions 
which means the budget is meaningless.  There are other 
issues in which additional restrictions on authorized signers 
was necessary. 

iii. Comments on how to improve: 
1. Amanda: I would encourage and amendment to address Sujin’s 

comment from last week.  If anyone wants to discuss that, come to 
finance. 

iv. Resolution referred to rules and finance committees 
g. Motion to suspend rules and consider A.R. 8-060 now as it relates  

i. Seconded, approved 

https://drive.google.com/open?id=1HG0D6otKENQ4VMM47AAg4NnUFBl1uEnK
https://drive.google.com/open?id=1HG0D6otKENQ4VMM47AAg4NnUFBl1uEnK
https://drive.google.com/open?id=1HG0D6otKENQ4VMM47AAg4NnUFBl1uEnK
https://drive.google.com/open?id=1HG0D6otKENQ4VMM47AAg4NnUFBl1uEnK


 

 

h. AR 8-060 A RESOLUTION TO ADD AN “APPROVAL OF 
DISBURSEMENTS” SECTION TO THE ASSEMBLY’S WEEKLY AGENDA 

i. Zeke: I was at the rules meeting where Nicco brought up this concern.  I 
think his solution is valid but I wouldn’t go about fixing it that way.  My 
fix is that instead of deleting that line, we add a standing agenda line to 
our agenda and puts forth a way the executive team could compile 
disbursements for the assembly to approve as a block or individually. 

ii. Questions: 
1. Amanda: if I wanted to pass a resolution that supported a student 

org event, would I no longer have to write a resolution? 
a. Zeke: I think you’d still be fine with a resolution because 

the assembly had voted on it; no need to do it twice because 
it’s approved within the dispersion 

b. Amanda: what is an example of a disbursement you would 
allocate? 

c. Zeke: all executive operations, payroll, etc. 
d. Amanda: this gives us the amount of legislative oversight 

we are supposed to currently have 
2. Nicco: could you clarify what “external organizations” is supposed 

to mean? 
a. Zeke: they’re in the compiled code, whatever we are 

already using.  Maybe it would be worth defining. 
b. Nicco: my concern is that there isn’t an existing definition. 

I think the wording could be broad so that supplies to 
vendors, buying staples could be construed.  Do you wish 
to see that encompassed? 

c. Zeke: there is an exception for operations things under 
$200 in the current code.  The point is for the assembly to 
carry out a duty it is already tasked with in the compiled 
code.  I’m not trying to change definitions.  I’m just trying 
to allow us to do what we are supposed to be doing.  I think 
if this is bringing up issues it could become encompassing 

3. Amanda: you said this address the other issue about allocation, but 
it seems that this is more like oversight, so how does it address 
Sujin’s issue? 

a. Zeke: it only addresses what Nicco said at the beginning, 
not the end.  Instead of Nicco’s suggestion to strike this is 
to fix the problem.  

b. Amanda: so it fixes a process 

https://drive.google.com/open?id=1wyleSRoZGCPXemqDtOLSUivJqKjEmf5K
https://drive.google.com/open?id=1wyleSRoZGCPXemqDtOLSUivJqKjEmf5K


 

 

c. Zeke: yes, it’s one document we motion as a block.  If 
somebody finds something they think is wrong, it’s their 
prerogative as an assembly member to motion. 

4. Motion to extend time by three minutes 
a. Seconded, approved - time extended 

5. Cece: this is for transparency in exec, correct? 
a. Zeke: it would allow for that 
b. Cece: do we have the power to decline what they’re 

spending? 
c. Zeke: my understanding is that we have the power as an 

assembly to decide how much exec is allowed to spend. 
The way it’s supposed to work is that they come up with a 
way to spend and before they do that they come to us.  We 
are giving them free reign to spend the money we allocate 
to them in the budget. 

d. Cece: I agree we want transparency.  I’m concerned that if 
we go through each individual spending item that could be 
problematic.  I think they could tell us how much they are 
spending but if we go through each approval that could 
bring a lot of conversations we don’t need to have.  Do you 
agree? 

e. Zeke: I do see what you’re saying.  I allotted 10 minutes 
and that could get out of hand, but if there are a lot of 
things that are questionable then it’s worth taking the time 
to go through those one by one.  If there is debate we can 
end it quicker now.  I think it will take longer but I think 
it’s worth it.  If there is no funny business it will be one 
motion. 

6. Izzy B: do you realize that exec will often decide to spend money 
for things like we need more staples/paper and it’s often within the 
same day? 

a. Zeke: there is an exemption for that  
iii. Comments on how to improve: 

1. Nicco: the example of staples is operations but often times exec 
makes purchases within a day and the one week requirement is 
limiting.  I would like to see some work done that would modify 
the process to recognize those quick turnarounds being necessary. 
Otherwise my ideal situation is that exec discretionary be exempt. 



 

 

2. Austin G: barring the deletion of the phrase, I don’t see these two 
efforts as mutually exclusive, I think we can establish the oversight 
some think we ought to have while addressing Nicco’s pragmatic 
concern. 

iv. Resolution referred to rules and finance committees 
i. AR 8-059 A RESOLUTION TO AMEND THE ELECTIONS CODE TO 

ALLOW FOR UNJUSTIFIED USE OF ENDORSEMENTS BY 
NON-CANDIDATE REGISTERED PARTY MEMBERS AND FOR OTHER 
PURPOSES 

i. Austin G introduces: currently, parties anticipating to run have to have 
their tentative members fill out affidavits.  The changes I propose alter that 
mechanism so party members can register as a single list so they are 
exempted from the rule that says they have to justify endorsements. 

ii. Questions: 
1. Hayden: can you clarify how the prohibition is even put in place? 

What is the point? 
a. Austin G: our election code is a code of prohibitions and 

those are in the form of demerits (either to parties or 
individuals) which result in reduction of percentage of vote 
total.  If you receive 100 votes and someone else receives 
98 and you are assessed one demerit, your vote total will 
become 97 and you’d lose that election.  One thing we 
prohibit is trying to prevent parties trying to put forth 
endorsements that are inappropriate.  This provision was 
brought to more attention as a result of that.  We last year 
made changes related to first amendment issues that allow 
free speech as long as we are not coordinated.  If I were to 
tell you to go communicate your endorsement, my 
campaign would receive demerits.  Under the current 
language there is a mistake in which candidates are perhaps 
unfairly penalized for not securing endorsement 
verification before campaigning, which is a bit too 
restrictive.  There is no reason to suspect that a member of 
a party doesn’t endorse that party’s candidates.  This 
relieves the burden of having to fill out affidavits. 

b. Hayden: I seem to recall a case where a candidate for office 
did give a false endorsement and I believe either the city 
attorney or the court weren’t going to pursue that as a first 
amendment issue.  What is your response to the fact that it 

https://drive.google.com/open?id=1DyNnIITAsODMRaN-9YBryHK7OoyFcsWI
https://drive.google.com/open?id=1DyNnIITAsODMRaN-9YBryHK7OoyFcsWI
https://drive.google.com/open?id=1DyNnIITAsODMRaN-9YBryHK7OoyFcsWI
https://drive.google.com/open?id=1DyNnIITAsODMRaN-9YBryHK7OoyFcsWI


 

 

is your right to falsely claim that, regardless of how wrong 
it is? 

c. Austin G: the function of the government is to [x] 
2. Anthony: if that is a first amendment violation, campaign finance 

laws might also be then?  Wouldn't this be the same as campaign 
finance laws? 

a. Austin G: it’s not dissimilar and it is another restriction we 
impose on our candidates under the impression that the free 
speech argument wouldn’t play in and we do it to make 
CSG more accessible. 

b. Whit: our current SGC was comfortable with alignment of 
our current rules and the first amendment 

iii. Comments on how to improve: 
1. Austin G: I’ll have the party application state that the endorser 

implicitly gives endorsement 
2. Hayden: I would separate a party versus a third party claiming 

another group endorsed a party. 
iv. Resolution referred to the rules committee 

j. AR 8-061 A RESOLUTION TO DEFINE A QUORUM FOR THE EXECUTIVE 
NOMINATIONS COMMITTEE 

i. Zeke introduces: defines who voting members are and sets a quorum. 
This is to clear up the inconsistencies that lead to the pending ethics 
investigation.  There was unclear wording and I wanted to further clear it 
up. 

ii. Questions: 
1. Nicco: could you clarify which portion of the appendix is the 

amended text? 
a. Zeke: [clarifies] 

iii. Comments on how to improve: 
1. Nicco: put the amended portion in red font 
2. Hayden: I would suggest changing quorum from 2 to 3 so it’s a 

majority 
a. Austin G: I second that 

iv. Chair makes ruling on interpretation  
1. Objection 
2. Debate on motion of speaker 
3. Representatives vote to overrule ruling of speaker - operating 

procedures call only for a quorum 
v. Motion to expedite the resolution to second reads today 

https://drive.google.com/open?id=1-XHLPusIewIbJBSca9iv1mQkQsRbQ5Rt
https://drive.google.com/open?id=1-XHLPusIewIbJBSca9iv1mQkQsRbQ5Rt


 

 

1. Seconded, objected 
2. Debate on motion 
3. Representatives vote to refer resolution to rules committee  

k. AR 8-063 A RESOLUTION IN SUPPORT OF THE BANDANA PROJECT  
i. Motion to table until next week 

1. Seconded, approved 
l. AR 8-064 A RESOLUTION TO URGE ACADEMIC INSTRUCTORS TO NO 

LONGER REQUEST SSD VISA FORMS DURING CLASS TIME 
i. Selena: in most of my classes professors ask for students to bring SSD 

Visa forms forward during class time and I think that violates 
confidentiality.  This would ask administration to remind instructors not to 
do that. 

ii. Questions: 
1. Anthony: what kinds of class does this happen in? 

a. Selena: this happens in my large LSA classes 
b. Sammi: I have a form and though I don’t care and am open 

about it I know others do.  Everyone sees you handing it to 
them and discussing it with them. 

2. Daniel G: would the author be willing to clearly state all forms of 
“instructors?” 

a. Selena: yes 
b. Daniel G: all forms and provide examples for guidance 

3. Sam: would you be open to amending to say they should be more 
careful with how they deal with these issues?  Another resolved 
clause might achieve that. 

a. Selena: I’ll consider it, I think this is mostly getting at the 
fact that they should respect confidentiality.  I’m working 
on this for student advisory committee and our next 
meeting focuses on students with disabilities. 

iii. Comments on how to improve 
1. None 

iv. Resolution referred to communications committee 
m. AR 8-065 RESOLUTION FOR THE ADVANCEMENT OF 

GENDER-INCLUSIVE RESTROOMS ON THE UM CAMPUS 
i. Selena: we met with Spectrum Center to discuss gender-inclusive 

restrooms on campus.  Many restrooms labeled as “male/female” should 
be labeled gender-neutral.  Another part asks university to consider putting 
gender-inclusive restrooms in new buildings and other existing buildings. 

ii. Questions: 

https://docs.google.com/document/d/1EAUsUpW3RGMusBVKuQhFefJDEwGKwL_PoWuldflVT9M/edit?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/open?id=1k4XIGcqIRcQznU5zdCgE2uyq3CRpkQCcbgxavvtsz8s
https://drive.google.com/open?id=1k4XIGcqIRcQznU5zdCgE2uyq3CRpkQCcbgxavvtsz8s
https://drive.google.com/open?id=1wkVXjkNEPDMg5V2J3ahhgqWEp05X5PBaa7eyBlSdUbU
https://drive.google.com/open?id=1wkVXjkNEPDMg5V2J3ahhgqWEp05X5PBaa7eyBlSdUbU


 

 

1. Hayden: would you be willing to expand the bill to partner in 
cost-sharing? 

a. Austin G: no.  The amount of change happening is 
encouraging enough to me that I think us making some 
more noise will work. 

2. Sam: I think this is putting a band-aid on a bigger program which 
is that students may not feel comfortable using the bathroom of the 
gender they identify with? 

a. Selena: not limiting people just giving them options 
b. Sujin: there are many non-binary identities as well 

iii. Comments on how to improve: 
1. Sujin: last whereas clause change spacing 

iv. Resolution referred to communications committee 
n. AR 8-066 A RESOLUTION TO AMEND THE COMPILED CODE TO 

CHANGE CSG ASSEMBLY MEETING TIMES BEGINNING WITH THE 9TH 
ASSEMBLY 

i. Nicco: normally at this point I would have moved to consider at the next 
meeting but I think the time makes the case compelling.  This is the third 
meeting this month we’ve run to or past midnight.  I think there are 
reasons that this is undesirable.  Tuesday evenings present barriers and 
going home late presents health and safety concerns.  I think this is a 
broader issue we need to consider.  The specific time is open to 
interpretation but I wanted to start that conversation. 

ii. Questions: 
1. Drea: are you concerned that this would be a barrier to commuters? 

a. Nicco: I recognize a potential issue for commuters but I 
think that exists now as well, with people having to stay on 
campus or come back.  I don’t think it solves the issue but 
it doesn't make it worse 

2. Hayden: how would you handle breaks? 
a. Nicco: I think the issue is handled under this language as 

we would consider them under this schedule. 
b. Hayden: I know I live in California and I wouldn’t want to 

make people come back early or stay late 
c. Nicco: I think the perk of the few breaks given in this 

circumstance is that not many meetings would be affected 
3. Sujin: Saturdays and Sundays tend to be religious days, also the 

employment issue was brought up.  My work obligations are 
heavier on weekends.  Let’s say I were to get reelected that would 

https://drive.google.com/open?id=1zxqIS9ofH6UihCS7hsrmww4mrwjSLB4u
https://drive.google.com/open?id=1zxqIS9ofH6UihCS7hsrmww4mrwjSLB4u
https://drive.google.com/open?id=1zxqIS9ofH6UihCS7hsrmww4mrwjSLB4u


 

 

be a major issue.  Thinking about religious accommodation and 
also employment. 

a. Nicco: regarding religion, I put this in the afternoon 
purposefully.  I think generally Sunday afternoons are the 
lightest time in terms of obligations.  I want us to be able to 
put this in place so people who choose to run know when 
the meetings will be.  Maybe we could say we start the first 
meeting in the fall. 

4. Sam: are you aware that St. Mary’s (largest mass for students on 
campus) is at 5pm on Sundays? 

a. Nicco: I’m familiar with that and I’m not aware of the 
relative proportions at each service but they have evening 
and afternoons as well. 

5. Motion to extend time by two minutes 
a. Seconded, approved 

6. Ben G: how would you address football weekends? 
a. Nicco: I think that’s part of the reason it’s important to do 

this now.  It would allow people to plan accordingly 
knowing well in advance what the schedule is.  This is 
meant to deal with assemblies that would be extremely late. 

7. Will: have you considered keeping Tuesday and moving it earlier? 
I also have a lot of commitments. 

a. Nicco: I’m flexible with the exact time but I feel that the 
Sunday time resolves some issues.  If people think it should 
be earlier we can discuss. 

iii. Comments on how to improve: 
1. Kevin: I think this is a great resolution.  These meetings that go 

late and killing me (and my girlfriend).  I think members like to 
hear themselves talk and don’t respect other member’s time.  If we 
need to have a long meeting we would finish at 9pm instead. 

2. Sammi: I think people might be hesitant because you proposed a 
specific time.  Maybe we can try to form a group that works on. 

3. Selena: I know a lot of premed have shadowing, research, and 
volunteering on Sunday. 

4. Cece: I would consider also moving earlier on a Tuesday 
5. Hayden: I would increase flexibility with a mechanism to adjust on 

a weekly basis.  Perhaps take out of procedures the time we meet. 



 

 

6. Sam: Catholics are the largest religious body on campus and St. 
Mary’s is the biggest on campus and they have 8:30am, 12pm, and 
5pm and this would interfere. 

7. Ben G: perhaps we could think about letting new assembly decide 
what time would be best to fit their needs 

8. Cece: I disagree that the 9th Assembly should pick.  We should 
keep it a weekday and not a weekend so we encourage students to 
come to assembly, and professors as well.  I echo Sammi’s idea of 
a survey of what would work best 

iv. Resolution referred to rules committee 
XIV. Old Business 

a. AR 8-055 A RESOLUTION TO FUND FOOD TO HOST THE STUDENTS OF 
MICHIGAN CONFERENCE IN ANN ARBOR 

i. Hayden: we are requesting $93.72 
1. Cindy: we are pushing this quickly and I only got the date of the 

meeting last week so we had to do this.  There are concerns about 
expensive but this isn’t much money in the scheme of things. 

ii. Questions: 
1. None 

iii. Amendments: 
1. Change to $76.16 and Panera to Subway 

a. Deemed friendly, change made 
iv. Third reads on A.R. 8-055 

1. Hayden: now requesting $76.16, thank you. 
2. Questions: 

a. None 
3. Voting procedure on A.R. 8-055 

a. Vice speaker calls roll, representatives vote to approve 
resolution 

b. AR 8-054 A RESOLUTION TO FUND KEITH EDWARDS “CULTURE OF 
CONSENT” SPEAKING EVENT WITH PRISM (PREVENTION REGARDING 
INSTANCES OF SEXUAL MISCONDUCT) 

i. Betsy: I’ll discuss until the guests come up.  To address concerns from last 
week, the first being that we were asking for a lot of money.  We are now 
asking for $1000 from legislative discretionary, $1500 from survivor 
empowerment fund, and $1000 from executive discretionary.  PRISM is a 
student-led collaboration between FSL and SAPAC.  Student from four 
councils of FSL and SAPAC, many members of both.  Current and past 
members are part of virtually every community on campus, will be 

https://docs.google.com/document/d/1NdzC9PTGLLeyaihZBwQbh1-MAfzIB70FwdQIA7aiIS8/edit?usp=sharing
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1NdzC9PTGLLeyaihZBwQbh1-MAfzIB70FwdQIA7aiIS8/edit?usp=sharing
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1NdzC9PTGLLeyaihZBwQbh1-MAfzIB70FwdQIA7aiIS8/edit?usp=sharing
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1ytMTWUIwbdWPW60Ov0FzkJwVYj_mSmPlalbrJQtr2HA/edit?usp=sharing
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1ytMTWUIwbdWPW60Ov0FzkJwVYj_mSmPlalbrJQtr2HA/edit?usp=sharing
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1ytMTWUIwbdWPW60Ov0FzkJwVYj_mSmPlalbrJQtr2HA/edit?usp=sharing


 

 

targeted to FSL but will be free and open.  Why not get money from 
SOFC?  PRISM is not a student org, and right now we are focused on 
getting the group off the ground.  Working to become a student org isn’t 
our priority right now.  Ben had mentioned last week that the ultimate goal 
of CSG is to elevate student-facing projects that can better our campus. 
We don’t want to find a token student org to latch on to.  We will invite 
student orgs but we do not want to put anything else on their plates.  This 
event can start an important conversation.  Another concern was how CSG 
would be recognized, we want to thank CSG but we don’t want it to be 
CSG and PRISM, but all organizers will be recognized.  This is bigger 
than any individual organization.  Other sources of funding - we are 
looking for more and we are meeting with UC.  We have discussed other 
sources of funding with OSCR as well. 

1. Ally: I’m a senior in the Ford School and I’m one of the authors.  I 
have a vested interested in this issue and I’ve been working with 
SAPAC and Panhel on implementing trainings like this.  In terms 
of PRISM, we are looking to ensure that we put on an event that is 
collaborate and also open and inviting to ensure our full reach. 
Keith speaks at pretty large universities and is regarded as a 
national expert, so it is an incredible opportunity for us.  Also just 
want to recognize that this is being brought to you by SAPAC and 
FSL.  Sometimes people don’t what CSG does but when students 
come to you it is important to not only talk the talk but walk the 
walk. 

2. Sebastian:  I think this opportunity is a necessary step forward for 
our communities.  We are looking out for our fellow brothers and 
sisters.  I am happy to talk about concerns that were brought up last 
time. 

ii. Questions: 
1. Ben G: the event isn’t just about sexual assault within Greek Life, 

correct? 
a. Betsy: yes, it’s about college campuses as a whole 

2. Anthony: are there other non-tokenized groups you could include? 
I’d like to see collaboration with other Greek Life organizations. 

a. Izzy B: this does not show a list of co-sponsoring orgs, 
those come after.  We are in discussion with the Michigan 
Men grant and they are unable to provide funds.  They have 
strict limitations.  They offered to do outreach.  



 

 

b. Ally: there is an incredible cost we would be asking an 
organization to foot the bill for.  That would put the cost on 
one organization to be reimbursed by SOFC.  The four 
councils represent larger communities.  Thinking about 
unity within FSL, it’s important to us that all members of 
the community have a stake.  We want to make sure it’s 
open and accessible to everyone. 

3. Austin G: can you talk about pursuit of funding from FSL student 
units? 

a. Sebastian: we have been pursuing the councils and the 
funding from CSG is the only way we can make this 
accessible.  Many of the councils are happy to participate, I 
know IFC has been talking to chapters. 

b. Austin G: can you explain the point about accessibility? 
c. Izzy B: if the event wasn’t fully funded the tickets would 

have a cost 
d. Austin G: you mentioned that an organization couldn’t bear 

the burden of the cost, and neither would the councils, is 
that right? 

e. Izzy B: individual chapters do not have their own budget. 
It has to go through the Dean of Students office.  Going the 
administrative route for the $2500.  

f. Ally: also the four councils do not have funding allocated 
and it is impossible to pull funding 

g. Austin G: you have approached the individual councils, but 
if they can’t fund this, have you taken the administrative 
route on any portion of the overall total? 

h. Ally: SAPAC is working to support us. 
i. Izzy B: the event itself isn’t for 8 weeks, so in order for us 

to make the ask we have to know how much we’re asking 
j. Ally: also thinking about what SAPAC asks it hasn’t been a 

whole lot and we’re hoping that some of the tuition money 
our members pay go toward something like this. 

4. Motion to extend time by 5 minutes 
a. Seconded, approved - time extended 

5. Jenny: what is the capacity? 
a. Sebastian: 500 students 
b. Ally: we are also thinking about filming or livestream 
c. Austin G: do you have estimations? 



 

 

d. Ally: there are achievement expectations through FSL 
which requires members to attend other events.  We are 
working with FSL to have this be a continuing achievement 
expectation. 

6. Zeke: if it’s $3500 overall, that’s $7/person, we’re paying for them 
to fulfill a requirement? 

a. Ally: you’re paying to prevent sexual misconduct on 
campus 

b. Izzy B: we do not want to force people to come to an event 
c. Ally: I struggle requiring anything that deals with sexual 

violence because it could be triggering. 
d. Austin G: certainly you’d make exceptions for students 

who said they feel uncomfortable? 
e. Ally: I’d remind everyone in the room that to put the 

burden on that individual would be itself a burden 
7. Sujin: this sounds like an FSL-catered event, is that correct? 

a. Izzy B: it’s all four councils 
b. Sujin: can you name them 

8. Motion to extend time by 5 minutes 
a. Seconded, approved 

9. Daniel: I’m not an author on this resolution.  I’m concerned by 
some of the argumentation that has been put forth.  Greek Life 
remains one of the most at risk communities along with the LGBT 
community and others.  In this case, in our national and campus 
climate on this issue, I would hope it wouldn’t be an issue to 
address a specific community the statistics say are at risk.  We 
want to participate in a discussion.  We should give weight to 
things such as where are going to get the most bang for our buck? 
How are we going to empower survivors and create a campus 
culture that values consent? 

10. Anthony: why haven’t you all reached out to the marching band, to 
athletes in that case? 

a. Daniel G: the communities are delineated because of their 
structures.  As an openly gay member of FSL, I wouldn’t 
have the same conversations within the LGBT community 
that I would in FSL.  Perhaps CSG can become more active 
in those roles, but grouping them together calls for different 
conversations 



 

 

b. Anthony: is the speaker coming in because he’s great at 
talking to all people about sexual assault? 

c. Izzy B: yes and he talks about toxic masculinity, which 
let’s be honest is a reason this is a big issue in FSL 

d. Betsy: check out his website.  I think there is something to 
say for having a targeted approach to a problem.  It varies 
so much between communities and I think there is no 
universal way we can target every community. 

11. Sam: I agree with what Daniel and Betsy are saying, but going off 
what Austin said, would the authors be opposed to amending to 
make it so that it’s highly encouraged for this group you are 
targeting? Perhaps making it required with exceptions if anyone is 
uncomfortable? 

12. Motion to suspend rules and extend questioning indefinitely 
a. Seconded, approved 

13. Mike: I think your point about putting that burden on survivors is 
well-taken, but thinking about the people who would voluntarily 
come I wonder if they would be the people who would need the 
most to hear it? 

a. Ally: I think that’s a really great point.  This is a 
SAPAC-sponsored event where experts in their field are 
contributing.  They have dedicated their lives to sexual 
violence prevention and while the advice is well-taken but 
ultimately what they say is going to be effective should be 
what we do.  I would hope that CSG would move forward 
knowing that it is a SAPAC sponsored event.  Keep in 
mind that this room is not going to design a perfect event, 
there is a group on campus who does that.  We will 
continue targeting the groups  

14. Austin G: could you talk about the collaboration between FSL and 
SAPAC? 

a. Ally: in the wake of the 2015 campus survey, we created an 
FSL program to help prevent sexual violence, of which I 
am a director.  What that does is that it has each members 
within each of the panhel chapters who act as allies and 
who are educated about responding to events.  We have 
also been working across councils to see ways we can work 
together, and thus PRISM was born.  The Michigan Men 
program is a third collaborative effort which is new, created 



 

 

last year by the head of IFC.  That program targets toxic 
masculinity and is designed to engage men in activism.  

b. Sebastian: PRISM is a launching group for these initiatives. 
We wanted to encourage collaborative efforts to prevent 
sexual assault. 

c. Austin G: is there an established institutional partnership? 
d. Ally: it’s very new.  Working across our own communities 

is a challenge.  We aren’t a VSO or an SSO, we’re just 
collaborating to address needs on campus. 

e. Austin G: where does SAPAC funding fit into steps you’ve 
taken in planning? 

i. Izzy B: as Ally said it’s a student org.  There are not 
administrators in the room.  I think that’s very 
purposeful but there are not established 
administrators coming to meetings. 

ii. Betsy: we have members from FSL and SAPAC 
and combinations of both.  We reached out to 
SAPAC volunteers. 

iii. Sebastian: I have reached out to many groups under 
SAPAC and I have met with the directors of 
SAPAC and we’ve talked about the event and about 
creating policy. 

iv. Ally: finding an advisor who overlaps SAPAC and 
FSL was a challenge and we have Danielle Edwards 
who is an MSW candidate.  Jim from OSCR is 
helping oversee us in an advisory capacity.  SAPAC 
are the experts and create trainings.  When we do 
violence prevention work we bring a SAPAC 
advocate to do work during the event.  

v. Sebastian: I have an advisor from FSL that I meet 
with. 

vi. Austin G: were administrators in support of this 
event? 

vii. Izzy B: I know they are strongly in favor 
viii. Sebastian: they are in favor 

ix. Ally: UofM hosted two conferences last year on this 
topic and during those Keith Edwards’ work was 
brought up as a model to strive for.  People are 
really excited.  This isn’t something we get to do 



 

 

often and members of the community are excited 
about the prospect. 

f. Sam: would authors be open to amending to say CSG 
highly recommends it be a required event?  I’m afraid if it’s 
not required that people who need to go to the event won’t 
be the ones that go.  I know SAPAC should make decisions 
about program format but I’d like reassurance.  Are the 
authors amenable to that? 

i. Betsy: I think events like this run the risk of getting 
attendance but I don’t think we are in a place to 
make it mandatory.  Given Keith’s notoriety and 
other orgs that we are reaching out to that is how we 
will get people to come. 

ii. Ally: the second you stamp a required stamp on it 
people tune out.  Would we maybe get more 
people? Possibly, but at what cost.  I don’t feel 
comfortable making a potentially triggering event 
mandatory. 

iii. Sebastian: we are well ahead of the event. 
g. Mario: can anyone go? 

i. Ally: anyone can go, we’re just targeting this 
community.  I’m disheartened by the idea that 
people would not want to be there.  We are not 
alone in our desire to work on this issue within our 
communities.  People are showing up in the masses. 

ii. Izzy P: as someone who has been on my chapter’s 
executive board, we cannot require members to 
attend something that isn’t in our bylaws.  If it isn’t 
already in there I guarantee that most chapters 
wouldn’t require members to attend something that 
is potentially triggering, especially considering that 
PPE trainings. 

15. Motion to suspend rules and take to amendments 
a. Seconded, approved 

iii. Amendments 
1. Nicco: I’d like to make an amendment to the 9th whereas clause to 

strike [language] 
a. Deemed friendly, change made 

iv. Third reads on A.R. 8-054 



 

 

1. Betsy: thank you all for your questions and concerns.  I hope you 
don’t lose sight of the fact that this event will help a lot of people 
on campus and bring up a conversation this community hasn’t 
talked a lot about.  It’s disheartening that we’ve lost sight of the 
purpose of this.  We’ve never questioned the validity of an 
organization before.  I hope you support this. 

2. Questions: 
a. Mike: I want to ask you if you know that my question had 

nothing to do with questioning the validity?  I felt in some 
ways that it might be better for attendance. 

i. Betsy: yes 
b. Cece: do you know that it is relatively inappropriate to 

question SAPAC’s ability to handle this specific 
department? 

i. Austin G: it is not appropriate to make a comment 
directly addressing another member or maliciously 
targeted at another member’s comments 

ii. Cece: I respect that ________________________ 
iii. Ally: _____________________________________ 
iv. Sebastian: _________________________________ 

3.  Voting procedure on A.R. 8-054 
a. Vice speaker calls roll, representatives vote to adopt 

resolution 
b. Austin G: authors, your courage in being here is 

commendable and we wish you the best of luck on your 
initiative 

c. AR 8-041 A RESOLUTION TO BUILD STUDENT HOUSING ON THE 
FINGERLE LUMBER YARD SITE 

i. Mario: this was a resolution to support building of student housing on 
recently purchased Fingerle Lumber Site.  We are asking to start a 
conversation about building more studying housing around the purchase of 
this site.  

1. Mike: I went to a fireside chat and I got into a back and forth with 
Schlissel about Fingerle.  I told him that some people in CSG 
wanted to use it for housing and he said he was considering it and 
if CSG wanted that they would consider it. 

ii. Questions: 
1. None 

iii. Amendments 

https://drive.google.com/open?id=1i6t7ccbHVUMpsoIsZtoIzE0KTACj2FOAVoUtobSqFFk
https://drive.google.com/open?id=1i6t7ccbHVUMpsoIsZtoIzE0KTACj2FOAVoUtobSqFFk


 

 

1. None 
iv. Third reads on A.R. 8-041 

1. Mario: getting the university to show its commitment to affordable 
housing is a great way to start this conversation 

2. Questions: 
a. None 

3. Voting procedure on A.R. 8-041 
a. Vice speaker calls roll, representatives vote to pass 

resolution 
d. Motion to suspend all remaining resolutions to next week and adjourn the meeting 

i. Objection 
ii. Debate on motion 

iii. Motion amended to only table remaining old business 
1. Seconded, representatives vote to table all old business 

e. AR 8-045 A RESOLUTION TO UPGRADE THE COMPILED CODE 
ARTICLE ON CONFLICTS OF INTEREST TO A CONDUCT AND ETHICS 
CODE 

f. AR 8-048 A RESOLUTION TO FUND MICHIGAN MOVEMENT’S BIG 
TENT EVENT 

i. Daniel Roth: this resolution is to fund the Big Tent event.  The 
organization wanted to put together a budget.  Michigan Movement helps 
combat poverty and homelessness in the AA and Michigan communities. 
This was based on an event they did in Toledo - they brought many 
essential services into one place so homeless people could access them all. 
Included medical, clothing. 

ii. Questions: 
1. Whit: would you consider an amendment to make the second 

resolved as whereas? 
a. Daniel R: yes 

2. Sujin: did they contact you? 
a. Daniel R: I heard through affordability that they were a big 

group on campus.  They didn’t suggest funding, I brought 
to assembly and Will Schwartz suggested this.  We thought 
we could provide promotion, which is also in the 
resolution, and funding as well. 

iii. Amendments 
1. Whit: amendment described formerly 

a. Deemed friendly, amendment made 
iv. Third reads on A.R. 8-048 

https://drive.google.com/open?id=11IZy49tYg8hbzaTmCVZPJjUG9LwboS8p
https://drive.google.com/open?id=11IZy49tYg8hbzaTmCVZPJjUG9LwboS8p
https://drive.google.com/open?id=11IZy49tYg8hbzaTmCVZPJjUG9LwboS8p
https://drive.google.com/open?id=1kVl-LHjRetIOA-oc9PVMVd2-mzbez-Jj
https://drive.google.com/open?id=1kVl-LHjRetIOA-oc9PVMVd2-mzbez-Jj


 

 

1. Daniel R: this is a great event and it’s going to help a lot of people. 
More people than you think are affected by this.  Thank you for 
your consideration. 

2. Questions: 
a. None 

3. Voting procedure on A.R. 8-048 
a. Vice speaker calls roll, representatives vote to approve 

resolution 
g. AR 8-051 A RESOLUTION TO PROHIBIT OBJECTION TO A MOTION TO 

MOVE TO THE  PREVIOUS QUESTION 
h. AR 8-052 A RESOLUTION TO HELP FUND THE CAREER CENTER 

SUIT-UP EVENT 
i. AR 8-053/UC 8-001 A RESOLUTION TO DISCOURAGE ANY 

EXAMINATIONS ON ELECTION DAY 2020  
XV. Motions and Other Business 

a. None 
XVI. Announcements and Matters Arising 

a. Selena: Arab Expressions this Saturday 
b. Zeke: I would encourage you all to read rules, governing documents, and 

resolutions in advance 
c. Ben G: Betsy sent me something she would like read  
d. Cece: I am disheartened and disappointed in the assembly’s behavior regarding 

the PRISM.  I think it’s disappointing that more than one person left this room in 
tears.  Everyone should go home and reflect on this.  I know no one’s idea was to 
attack ____________ but think about the words you say.  No one should have to 
__________________.  No one should leave CSG in tears.  If you don’t want to 
allocate the money that makes sense but we should take a moment to understand 
that someone left our tables crying today.  That is disappointing. 

e. Amanda: I think it’s really sad that two people felt the need ____________ today 
to justify a resolution that was 1/9 of our budget.  If you think anything you could 
have said could have been construed you should take a second to think about that 
and think about apologizing. 

f. Izzy P: echoing that.  As a member of this assembly, I have never felt the 
experiences I have been through have mattered less to individuals that I value.  I 
value all of you and your opinions and words and thoughts, but I felt disheartened 
and uncomfortable and afraid to be in this room.  Think about what went on 
tonight and reflect on that. 

g. Nicco:  I wanted to say words on this subject.  There are times we can disagree 
with a resolution when we have questions, but there were points where I felt I saw 
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people questioning our guests and the speakers in a way that was confrontation 
and aggressive.  I find that conduct to be inappropriate as a member of this 
assembly and community.  Even if you don’t care about these identities, you have 
a fiduciary responsibility to your constituents, and those constituents shouldn’t 
leave here in tears.  ___________________________________.  I think we need 
to remember that it’s not only what we say but how we say it and how we say 
things to our own members and how we engage with our members.  I’d ask that 
you take some time to reflect on that and how that portrays CSG. 

h. Daniel G: I won’t belabor the point.  The CSG executive team remains committed 
to empower survivors.  What happened in assembly today was disgusting and 
some members pushed it too far, and the facial reactions I’m seeing reinforce the 
point that I fear that there are members here who don’t genuinely value diversity. 
Regardless of the movement of the assembly the executive team remains 
committed to empowering survivors.  I’ll stick around for a few minutes if you 
are distressed.  Please make it home safely and remember tomorrow will be icy. 

i. Zeke: I was the only one that voted no, I won’t apologize for anything I said.  The 
numbers didn’t make sense to me and that’s the only reason I voted no.  I feel bad 
the assembly wasn’t welcoming but I stand by what I said and would do it over 
the same way. 

j. Selena: shoutout Ben 
k. Sammi: just want to make sure everyone has a way to get home safely tonight 

XVII. Closing Roll Call 
XVIII. Adjournment 

a. Adjourned 1:46am Wednesday, February 20th 


